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INTRO 

Digital, and programmatic 
particularly, is sold on the premise 
of correcting the problem that John 
Wanamaker made famous over a 
century ago. Digital was supposed to 
usher in a new era of transparency 
and certainty around marketing 
measurement, in which marketers 
would be able to easily evaluate and 
optimize their media spending.

Of course, it hasn’t quite worked out. 
Problems with digital measurement 
abound, but at the forefront is the 
continued reliance on cookies as 
the basis for both targeting and 
measurement. Cookies make up the 
backbone of digital measurement, 
yet they are inherently unstable.

To better understand and quantify the impact and 
limitations of cookie-based measurement, Flashtalking set 
out to conduct the first review of cookie accuracy. Based on 
a cross-section of 20 advertisers, observed throughout Q4 
of 2017, we found that for a typical advertiser:

If good measurement leads to good marketing, then the 
converse must be true as well. Extrapolating from these 
results, reliance on cookies leads to a 36% decrease in 
reported ROAS. For all the hype around a new era of 
measurement and transparency, until digital advertising 
can better account for the limitations of cookies, little real 
progress will be made.

64%

OF COOKIES  
WILL BE REJECTED

• REPORTED REACH WILL BE  
 OVERSTATED BY 89%

• REPORTED FREQUENCY WILL BE 
 UNDERSTATED BY 47%

• REPORTED CONVERSIONS FOR  
 DISPLAY & VIDEO WILL BE 
 UNDERSTATED BY 41%



IN-APP MOBILE WEB IN-APP SEARCH CONVERSION

COOKIE REJECTION 

Cookie rejection occurs when a browser either blocks 
a cookie from being placed at the time of the ad 
impression/site visit, or deletes the cookie after the fact. 
Cookie rejection has become more prominent in recent 
years, as consumer awareness of online tracking and 
the related privacy concerns have grown. Unfortunately 
for advertisers, this has major ramifications for how they 
target, track and measure media. 

As illustrated below, impressions served to a cookie 
rejecter will not show up in that converting user’s 
path. The three impressions that precede the 
conversion will be lost, giving the appearance that 
search was the only interaction.

Cookie-based Tracking: Only the click is visible



When cookies work as intended, they provide a connected view of a user’s interactions on 
the path to conversion. However, when cookies are rejected, that connected view becomes 
disjointed and obfuscated—significantly impacting reporting and measurement:

REACH IS OVERSTATED
When cookies are rejected, a new cookie 
with a unique ID is assigned every time 
an impression is served to the user. Each 
of these IDs is counted as a different 
individual in the reach calculations, 
resulting in reported unique reach that 
is higher than reality—an individual user 
who saw four impressions would be 
reported as four unique individuals.

FREQUENCY IS UNDERSTATED
Overstatement in reach results in a 
corresponding understatement in 
frequency; when a single user has multiple 
IDs, their impressions are divided among 
the four IDs, instead of aggregated—our 
user with four impressions would be 
reported as four users with an average 
frequency of one impression, instead of one 
user with a frequency of four impressions.

CONVERSIONS ARE UNDERSTATED
When a cookie associated with an 
ad impression is rejected, post-view 
conversions associated with that 
impression are ignored, because the 
impression and the conversion occur 
under different user IDs.

When cookies are rejected, that 
connected view becomes disjointed.



QUANTIFYING COOKIE REJECTION: 
APPROACH 

To better understand the degree to which cookie rejection 
impacts advertisers, Flashtalking used FTrack cookieless 
device recognition to quantify the scale of the problem. 
We reviewed data from a panel of 20 different advertisers, 
covering 5B+ impressions, across five key metrics.* 

* Unless otherwise stated, all metrics are reported as the median value from our panel.

REJECTION RATE
Percentage of total cookies rejected.

REJECTER RATE
Percentage of users who reject cookies.  
(Users who reject cookies will frequently reject multiple cookies, 
resulting in a rejecter rate that varies from the rejection rate.)

REACH OVERSTATEMENT
Difference between actual reach and  
what would be reported using cookies.

FREQUENCY UNDERSTATEMENT
Difference between actual frequency and  
what would be reported using cookies.

CONVERSION UNDERSTATEMENT
Difference between actual conversions (post-view basis,  
including assist conversions) and what would be reported using cookies.



64+36+Y 29+71+Y
RESULTS: OVERALL 

The charts at right show median cookie 
rejection statistics for our full panel of 
advertisers. Results are disheartening—for the 
typical advertiser in our panel 64% of cookies 
were rejected, with 29% of users rejecting 
cookies. This translated to reported reach that 
was overstated by 89%, reported frequency 
that was understated by 47%, and reported 
conversions for display and video that were 
understated by 41%.

Source: Results based on FTrack panel.  
See appendix for more details on calculation and methodology.
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RESULTS: BY DEVICE 

The chart at right shows cookie 
rejection metrics broken out by 
device type. Unsurprisingly, cookie 
rejection rates are substantially 
higher in mobile and tablet 
environments than on desktop—
users are three times more likely 
to reject cookies when on mobile, 
and four times as likely to reject 
cookies on tablet. Tablet appears 
to be the worst environment for 
cookies—over 80% of cookies placed 
in tablet environments are rejected 
or deleted. Even in a desktop 
environment however, where cookies 
are supposed to be most accurate, 
41% of cookies are rejected—
confirming that cookie rejection is 
not a mobile-only problem.

MEDIAN COOKIE REJECTION 
BY DEVICE TYPE
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47%
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REACH 
OVERSTATED

32%
54%

62%

FREQUENCY 
UNDERSTATED

18%
83%

135%

CONVERSION 
UNDERSTATEMENT

Source: Results based on FTrack panel.  
See appendix for more details on calculation and methodology.

DESKTOP MOBILE TABLET



IMPACT 

Advertisers may be inclined to ask how much this really matters.  
The answer, unfortunately, is quite a bit. Cookie rejection hurts advertisers in three ways:

WASTED SPEND
Understatement of frequency leads directly to 
wasted spend. A typical advertiser may have a target 
frequency of ten impressions per month; but is likely 
reaching them 18-19 times per month. This advertiser 
is essentially throwing away 47% of their media 
budget—money that could have been used to drive 
reach and capture more selling opportunities.

MISSED SALES OPPORTUNITIES
The cost of wasted spend on unnecessary frequency 
is not just the value of the media—it’s also the 
opportunity cost of not reaching prospective 
customers. Diverting dollars towards unnecessary 
impressions to people who were already going to 
convert prevents those dollars from being used to 
reach new prospects and generate new conversions.

BLIND SPENDING
Because cookies obfuscate 
the true path to conversion, 
they limit the ability of 
marketers to optimize 
media tactics or creative. 
The result is that advertisers 
spend blindly—relying on 
intuition, rather than data, 
to drive their decisions. This 
ultimately results in under-
performing media.

FREQUENCY: 
REPORTED VS. ACTUAL

53%

Reported

100%

Actual

REACH: 
REPORTED VS. ACTUAL

53%

Reported

100%

Actual



THE COST OF COOKIE REJECTION 

Extrapolating from our results, we can estimate the size of each of these impacts. Assume an  
advertiser is spending $12M a year on display and video advertising, with a relatively normal $5 ROAS:

MEDIA COSTACTION

1 FREQUENCY  
OPTIMIZATION

47% of that $12M spend is most likely 
waste from excessive frequency. Based 
on this, our advertiser can cut $5.2M from 
their annual budget, without a negative 
impact on return.

- $5.2M
 

—
Remove $5.2M  
waste due to  

excessive frequency.

2 REALLOCATE  
SPEND

Reallocate $5.2M 
spend with $5 ROAS.

If that $5.2M is reinvested, even at the 
original $5 ROAS, the advertiser can 
expect an additional $26M in revenue.

+ $5.2M + $25.8M

3 OPTIMIZE  
TACTICS

Finally, consider that of the customers 
who the advertiser did reach, they were 
likely reached with poorly coordinated, 
mis-sequenced messaging. Assuming a 
conservative 10% improvement in ROAS 
from proper message sequencing and 
customer journey improvements, applied 
across the full $12m in spend, would 
generate an additional $8.6M in revenue.

 
—

Increase overall ROAS 
by 10% through better 
sequencing & tareting.

+ $8.6M

FINISH $12M $94.4M

START $12M $60M

RETURN

 57%
increase 
on ROAS

Adding it all up, 
if our advertiser 
replaced cookies 

with a more stable 
identifier, they 
could realize a



CONCLUSION 

Marketers have thus far taken 
a “wait and see” approach; the 
lack of a clear, industry-accepted 
alternative has made it easier to 
delay action in the hopes that 
someone else will fix the problem. 
That approach, however, is clearly 
untenable. Cookie rejection is 
one of the biggest obstacles to 
both execution and measurement 
of digital campaigns, and is only 
poised to get worse, as customer 
interactions continue to shift to 
mobile, and adoption of cookie-
blocking as default becomes 
increasingly common.

Cookie rejection 
is one of the  

biggest obstacles  
to both execution  

and measurement.



IN-APP MOBILE WEB IN-APP SEARCH CONVERSION

The first step to address the issue is to understand the 
scale of the problem. To do this, advertisers need to 
invest in a cookieless tracking tool, such as FTrack by 
Flashtalking. FTrack cookieless tracking use probabilistic 
matching techniques based on non-PII signals to 
identify devices when cookies have been rejected or 
deleted. The below graphic revisits our earlier example, 
but this time with the addition of a cookieless tracking 
solution. Where previously the advertiser would only 
have been able to see the paid search click leading to a 

Cookieless Device Recognition: All interactions are visible

conversion, with cookieless tracking the advertiser has 
a complete understanding of all the interactions that 
led up to that same conversion.

Cookieless tracking provides advertisers with accurate 
measurement of delivery and response at every stage 
of the funnel. With metrics that accurately reflect 
performance, marketers can make better decisions 
on channel allocation, tactics, and creative selection—
ultimately driving greater return on their ad spending.



For more information on the benefits  
of FTrack cookieless tracking, please  
contact us at sales@flashtalking.com.

mailto:sales%40flashtalking.com?subject=


APPENDIX 

To quantify the impact of cookie rejection across 
different advertisers, we compared cookie-based 
measurement results against Flashtalking’s FTrack 
cookieless tracking solution. FTrack is a probabilistic 
identity management solution that relies on 50+ non-
PII signals to bridge identities across multiple cookie 
IDs. FTrack has been tested against first party cookie 
data with a 95% success rate, and greater coverage of 
the dataset than could be achieved using deterministic 
methods alone, while remaining fully privacy-friendly.

To create our cookie rejection metrics, we examined 
the universe of FTrack-identified users who had 
been served at least two impressions and examined 
the number of unique cookie IDs assigned to each 
FTrack ID, and then aggregate the numbers of cookie 
rejecters and total cookies rejected, versus the sample 
population. For example, in the case of an FTrack ID 
with three impressions and three unique cookie IDs, 
the user counts as a single cookie rejecter, responsible 
for three rejected cookies. If an additional FTrack ID 

had three impressions and only one unique cookie ID, 
then the total cookie rejecter rate for the two FTrack 
IDs would be 50% (one out of two users rejected 
cookies), while the cookie rejection rate would be 75% 
(three out of four cookies were rejected). Calculations 
for the metrics are as follows (all metrics are calculated 
based off of the proportion of exposed users with at 
least two impressions):

REJECTION RATE
(Bridged Cookies) / (Total Cookies)

REJECTER RATE
(Bridged FTrack IDs) / (Total FTrack IDs)

REACH OVERSTATEMENT
(Number of Cookies) / (Number of FTrack IDs) - 1

FREQUENCY UNDERSTATEMENT
1 - (Ads per Cookie) / (Ads per FTrack ID)

CONVERSION UNDERSTATEMENT
(Conversions Attributed by Cookies) / (Conversions Attributed)
NB: Estimate assumes converters reject cookies at same rate as exposed population.



Please note: Results presented above are understated. 
As mentioned above, a non-visiting user must be 
seen twice to identify them as a cookie rejecter.  
Because most DMP-driven, behavioral and retargeting 

campaigns rely on cookies, they inherently bias 
towards users who have stable cookies. Due to this, 
the results presented are conservative—the true 
rejection rate is higher.

FULL RESULTS SUMMARY TABLE

Cookie Rejectors

Cookies Rejected

Reach Overstatement

Frequency Understatement

Conversion Understatement

29%

64%

89

47%

41%

MEDIAN

10%

22%

15%

13%

11%

MIN

48%

85%

252%

72%

91%

MAX

29%

59%

95%

45%

45%

MEAN


